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Mark 9:30-37


“One swing at a time” 


• I think I’ve shared with you before that over the last year, I have been 
trying to learn how to golf

• Until moving to Barrington, I had zero golf experience- in Arkansas golf 

just wasn’t as pervasive  

• But after getting to know you all and see how much many of you enjoy 

this game, I thought I might give it a try

• I bought me a $40 set of clubs from someone on Facebook… and I 

was ready

• I told the guy who’s giving me lessons, that I know nothing about golf, 

and I don’t even have any bad habits to break

• I’m a blank slate


• Now I’ve been working at this over a year now- it is hard to learn 
something entirely new as an adult


• My golf teacher said that adults usually start excited when learning new 
things like golf


• But get frustrated before they can see progress, and quit

• And I get it- this is not coming quickly for me

• So much so that I’ve confined myself to the practice range for now until 

I will not completely embarrass myself

• Another thing about golf, says my teacher, is that golf is all about you, 

and physics

• Unlike other sports, say soccer or the like,  where the other players are 

interacting with you

• How you play depends upon how they play, how your team plays, it is 

a dialogue of action and reaction, strategy and response 

• But when you are playing golf, you are primarily competing against 

yourself, physics, and your previous scores

• Only in the end, after a hole is finished, or after a game is done, can 

you compare to other people 

• There is only one way to improve- and that is to improve yourself. 

• One swing at a time

• Now golfing is hardly alone in that regard- there are many activities that 

are about self performance long before they are about comparing 
yourself to others
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• And I want to take that idea, that idea that is in golf and any number of 
activities, where in the moment it is not about anything else but 
yourself


• I want to take that and use it as a way to explore our Gospel reading 
this morning


• Because the disciples are in a little competition with one another about 
who can be the greatest


• And Jesus begins to talk about the first being last, and the last being 
first


• I think we can do a little unpacking of this section of Mark’s gospel with 
our golf analogy


• But first let’s see what’s going here in our Gospel reading before we 
begin to unpack it

• As a little tie in to the adult education class I am leading/led this 

morning at 9am, we are going to do a little excavating of Scripture

• We are going to dig a little, and brush away a little, in the hopes of 

finding the nugget, the kernel, of Jesus’ teaching here

• So first, some Textual Criticism for this passage of scripture- a little 

context:

• Earlier in this chapter of Mark, the three of the disciples witnessed 

something wonderful

• Peter, James, and John saw Jesus transfigured upon the mountain top, 

and was seen walking with Elijah and Moses

• We heard that piece of the gospel a few weeks ago when we 

celebrated the Feast of the Transfiguration

• And we hear it annually the last Sunday in Epiphany, or Sunday before 

we start Lent

• It is a literal mountain top experience, maybe even the source of that 

cliche of a phrase 

• They leave that place and Jesus heals a boy possessed by a Spirit

• Jesus wants to keep it quiet, but I can just see the disciples thinking to 

themselves, we are on the right side of history

• We are on God’s side, we know who the Messiah is, and we are on the 

ground floor of this new Kingdom of God

• And perhaps, Peter James and John really felt good, having witnessed 

that miracle on the mountain just a while ago

• I am sure they shared it with the other disciples by now, and so they 

are now trying to determine who is the greatest

• Who is the most faithful, the one who Jesus will depend upon the most 

when he overthrows Rome
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• And takes his rightful place- that’s what a real Messiah does.

• Thanks to some study of Composition History, we also know this is a 

prevailing understanding of a Messiah to the disciples and their 
contemporaries 


• Jesus will be the next Moses, the next King David, the one who undoes 
the abuses of the oppressor


• After all they have just witnessed, and the general understanding of 
what a messiah is and does, who can blame them? 


• And they wanted to be first.  Be the greatest.  Even help this 
righteousness cause the most.  


• Now let us not be too quick to judge the disciples this morning

• We have our own ways of deciding who is first, of weighing people 

against each other, of determining greater or lesser worth

• We have the old standbys, wealth, fame, skin color and gender

• Of a persons classy-ness, or bloodline, and where they are born

• Same was true then

• This is one of those perfect instances where we do not need to do a lot 

of work to understand the Bible- we know this all to well

• Jesus saw it, saw the underlying truth that whatever means we use to 

judge, we also use to assign worth and value as a person

• Jesus tries to break apart these expectations and automatically valuing 

of people

• He tells them that the Messiah must suffer and die, but they do not 

understand

• He tells them that the first must be last, and the last will be first

• That you must be a servant of all, but that too is very foreign to the 

world in which they, and we, live

• And then Jesus picks up a little child and places it among them, and 

says that whoever welcome a child welcomes him, and the one who 
sent him


• Now that’s a lot to take in, and we need to do a little careful study if 
history to fully understand what Jesus is getting at


• If we use a little Socio-historical criticism, we can maybe see new 
dimensions of what Jesus is saying


• You see, children in the ancient world were not regarded as they are 
today


• Today, we have helicopter parents, we have lawnmower parents…

• That’s a new parenting style where we “mow down” anything that 

gets in our kids’ way
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• Thus denying them the chance to fight their own battles and build 
stamina, etc. 


• Today we are hyper-focused on our kids, on protecting them, shielding 
them, perhaps even to their detriment.  


• Speaking of which, where did this child even come from?? and where 
are its parents?? 


• So this is a little different.  In the ancient world, children were seen as 
annoyances until they were old enough to be useful 
1

• They were a drain on resources

• Thomas Aquinas, the church father, taught if there was a fire, a man 

was obligated to save his father first, then his mother, 

• then his wife, and lastly his children.  
2

• So you can imagine when Jesus spoke about children, he was 
speaking about them in a way we might not immediately understand


• But if we do a little Rhetorical analyst here, we might can find a way to 
hear this passage even still 


• Instead of thinking about our own children, perhaps we can better 
understand Jesus’s point here by considering other children around the 
world


• There are children in our world today who are not valued so highly

• Children born and starving in places easily to ignore, and no clean 

water

• Children who are victims of gun violence on a daily basis within driving 

distance 

• Children of those who are refugees and immigrants with no safe place 

to live

• Perhaps we can better understand Jesus’ lesson to the disciples by 

considering those children, and imagine him putting one of them in our 
midst


• When we welcome one of those in his name, we welcome him and the 
one who sent him


• Who ever wants to be first, must be last and servant of all

• Many Bible scholars point out here another example the Great Reversal, 

the upending of the value system in Rome

• What Jesus did it throughout his ministry


 Soards, ed., Preaching the Revised Common Lectionary, Year B Proper 20, 561

 The Cultural World of Jesus, Sunday by Sunday, Cycle B, retrieved online Sept 21, 2018, from 2
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• Even before he was born his mother Mary was proclaiming that God 
would cast down the mighty and lift up the lowly 


• But I want to take this just a step further, to suggest not simply 
reversing the caste system that is in place


• Not just putting different people at the top and different people at the 
bottom, or creating a new competition about who is the last


• I think Jesus was trying to shake them up, perhaps into realizing that 
the whole game of competing with one another

• Of keeping and comparing score with who was great and least, was 

flawed, it was artificial- did not reflect the God of Jesus Christ

• It would not work among the disciples, and it does not work out in the 

world among God’s children

• In Matthew’s Gospel it’s phrased just a little differently, Jesus says, the 

first shall be last, and the last first.  (Redaction Criticism) 

• And I got to wondering: if we made the last first, and the first last.  

• Then we did it agin.  And again.  And again swapped everyone. 

• I realized, soon we are all just jumbled up, and there isn’t a first, there 

isn’t a last

• We are just all mixed up together equally deserving of God’s love, and 

of justice, and of being served

• Now that is truly a Great Reversal of how we so often see our world

• This starts on the in side. It starts by just working on ourselves.  

• Maybe like our golf swing

• That each day we are only competing against ourselves to do a little 

better than the day before

• It starts with prayer, and honest assessment, and sheer stubbornness 

to reject the ranking system the world gives us

• I think the big takeaway from today’s Gospel is not only that we should 

tend to the least and the last

• But we should be asking why they are the least and the last in the first 

place

• You see, this very simple teaching of Jesus dislodges a whole lot of 

things

• Much more than just serving the poor, or fighting injustice- it does do 

that for sure

• We cannot read this text faithfully, with a critical eye towards deep 

Biblical Understanding

• And not seek out the least and the last and help them


• But it also calls us to begin looking at the culture around us, the 
systems that are there to rank people in the first place
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• It calls us to examine our own unconscious biases and need to have a 
ranking system at all


• While serving the least, we should be unmaking the rules that say they 
must be least


• No less than striving for justice and dignity among all people 

• One swing at a time

• One person at a time.  


Amen.  
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